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DOPPIO BORGATO

Genuine Pianos
It identifies the right category but “Master Builder” is a definition that doesn’t justice to the activity of Luigi Borgato.
His activity is a strictly handmade planning and construction of grand piano for concerts according to an
innovative concept. It is an art but even a vocation for put his music passion in service to the same music. Every year he
produces two pianos that are treated meticulously in each minimum detail and made collecting pieces in artisan way on basis of
projects that are drawn up thinking to the final result: an exact sound quality. Inside his artisan workshop a unique music
instrument take life, a real innovation in the music field that catches the attention of very great musicians who are
charmed from the changes first and captured from the sound quality and from the technical and structural characteristics of each
piano then. The wood, alive material, allows to be moulded, gives his prestige to skilled hands, of who are able to improve it
without decry its characteristics. Every piano follows its course in the different manufacturing phases “ …because the wood
is alive matter and we have to know it well to respect it deeply by following the rules that it gives us”. So
that every piano is different to the others. The love of Luigi Borgato for his job and for his pianos, it can fell from the sound of
his voice, among the selected, respected and devoted words. Beside grand pianos for concerts, Luigi Borgato has designed,
patented and built the first double grand piano for concert with pedals, presented on September 2000 in Perugia, at
the “Piano Meeting” – 300 years by birth” opening, in this way, a new page in the music world. It’s about two overlapping
pianos: an innovation in the music field.

